CHARITY FINDS
From graphic tees to slip-on sneaks, these feel-good pieces all support worthy causes.

MAC Viva Glam Lipgloss in Viva Glam Rihanna, $15; maccosmetics.com

M.A.C AIDS FUND
Assists men, women and children affected by HIV and AIDS across the globe. Donating 100% of proceeds.

AGAPE INTERNATIONAL MISSIONS
Rescues, rehabilitates and restores victims of human trafficking in Cambodia.
Donating 100% of profits.

3 strands Global “Frieda’s Lantern” gold-plated necklace with crystal bead detail, $29; 3strandsglobal.com

MICHAEL J. FOX FOUNDATION FOR PARKINSON’S RESEARCH
Funds research, develops improved therapies and works to find a cure for Parkinson’s disease.
Donating 100% of proceeds.

ASPCA
Aids animals touched by everything from cruel treatment to natural disasters.
Donating 25% of proceeds.

FLOURISHING FUTURE MONGOLIA
Delivers food to families living below the poverty line in Mongolia. For every pair purchased, 15 meals will go to a child in need.
Donating 20% of proceeds.

Portovelo Shoes “Chelsea Classic” canvas sneakers with elastic detail, $44; portovelo.com

HALF THE SKY MOVEMENT
Works to end the oppression of women and girls worldwide through education and empowerment.
Donating 100% of proceeds.

Sisco Bedutti “Bungee Wrap Bracelet” in elastic with silver-plated detail, $15; siscobedutti.com

Free Enquirent
“Chelsea” leather crossbody bag with metal details, 5 3/4” x 8 1/2” x 3 1/2”, $175; freeenquirent.com

The Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research “limited Edition Michael J. Fox Signature Tee” in cotton, $24; shopmichaeljfox.org

20% off!

Still Lives by Anthony Verde

* Free Enquirent From Feb. 7 to March 7, enter “pm20” at checkout for a site-wide discount.